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ABSTRACT

This paper describes new feature parameters for detecting

misunderstandings in a spoken dialogue system. Although
recognition errors cannot be completely avoided with cur-

rent speech recognition techniques, a spoken dialogue sys-

tem could be a good human-machine interface if it could
automatically detect and recover from its own misunder-

standings during natural interaction between it and a user.

For this purpose, we collected user responses to system
con�rmations with/without the system misunderstandings

using the wizard of OZ method so that we could analyze

the di�erences in the characteristics of user responses fol-
lowing correct/incorrect con�rmations. The experimental

results demonstrate that the content and duration of the

user responses are good feature parameters for detecting
the system's misunderstandings.

1. INTRODUCTION

We aim to construct a spoken dialogue system that can u-

ently communicate with a user. However, since recognition
errors cannot be avoided even with state-of-the-art speech

recognition techniques, the system might misinterpret the

user's intentions. This may lead to failure in completing a
dialogue task because the same user input into the identi-

cal recognizer is likely to cause the same misrecognition. In

order to develop a useful spoken dialogue system even with
misrecognition, it is important that the system be able to

automatically recover from its misunderstandings within

several natural turn alternations between it and the user
without asking for an unusual e�ort from the user.

In any approach aimed at making it possible for the system
to recover from its misunderstandings, it is not su�cient to

adopt a strategy based on the system making con�rmations

because users do not always respond with yes/no answers
[5] to the system's con�rmations. Demanding that users

respond only with yes/no answers at every con�rmation
would result in an unnatural dialogue and force users to

make a special e�ort.

It is observed, however, that when the system con�rms

with misunderstanding, the user often repeats his or her

statement. We can easily notice that something is going

wrong in such a situation. This implies that the system

may be able to detect its own misunderstanding from the

unusualness of the ensuing dialogue sequence, for example,
from unnatural repetitions of the same Q/A. Conventional

systems have never fully utilized such a sequence of utter-

ances. In fact, it is known that the user's responses are in-
uenced by the preceding system utterances [4, 9]. Thus, if

the subsequent user responses are unusual, the system may

be able to detect its own misunderstandings by discovering
unusual dialogue sequences.

Since dialogues are supposed to be a process where mutual

belief is constructed, the system needs to �nd out whether

the result of its own understandings should be grounded or
not [3], that is, whether it is allowed to go on or should go

back [6]. We expect that if the system could discriminate

the di�erences of the characteristics of the user responses to
its con�rmations with/without misunderstandings, it could

infer whether it should go on or go back. In this paper, we

describe feature parameters that are useful for detecting
misunderstandings in spoken dialogue systems. We have

systematically collected users responses following system

con�rmations with/without misunderstandings using the
wizard of OZ method and analyzed the characteristics of

those responses.

2. RELATED WORKS

In the conventional context of speech recognition tech-

niques not aimed at dialogue-oriented application, the re-

covery from erroneous recognition results does not involve
an interactive process with the user but a single utterance

veri�cation process inside the system. The idea is to de-

tect the system's misrecognition on the basis of con�dence
score thresholds modeled with some verbal data [2, 10].

Litman et al. [8] have focused on prosodic cues to pre-

dict whether a given speech recognition result is correct or
misrecognized. They have demonstrated that prosodic fea-

tures can predict word recognition errors more accurately
than traditional acoustic con�dence score thresholds.

On the other hand, several studies have tried to detect
the misrecognition during an interactive process where a

current user utterance (and its recognition result) is re-

garded as a reaction to the preceding system utterance,
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which sometimes may contain misunderstandings. Boyce

[1] has compared two con�rmation strategies, explicit and
implicit con�rmation, in pursuit of a better interface de-

sign. She reported that 74% of users responses in her study

corrected an error by saying \No" following explicit mis-
understanding con�rmations and 6% of subjects failed to

correct the error at all. Levow [7] has tried to discriminate

between the original user utterance used to enter an input
or a query and the repeated utterance following a system

misrecognition-type utterance. She reported 75% accuracy

in discriminating the original user utterance from the cor-
rective utterance for the system's misrecognition using 38

prosodic features. Krahmer et al. [6] have examined the

positive (non-problematic)/negative (problematic) cues in
user utterances following system con�rmations in implicit

and explicit con�rmation strategies using formal and ver-

bal information in the user utterances.

3. EXPERIMENT

We conducted an experiment and collected dialogues be-

tween humans and computers. The purposes of the experi-
ment were to analyze the characteristics of the various user

responses following the system's misunderstanding, and to

ascertain the di�erences in user responses to system con-
�rmations with/without misunderstandings.

In this experiment, we focused on several points concern-

ing user responses: (i) whether users simply react only with

bare yes/no responses; (ii) if their responses are not bare
yes/no answers, how they respond to the system con�r-

mations; and (iii) the di�erence in user responses for sys-

tem con�rmation with/without misunderstandings. Once
we know the di�erences in user responses following system

con�rmation with/without misunderstandings, we might
be able to predict based on the di�erence in subsequent

user responses whether prior system con�rmations have

made misunderstandings, and thus it might be possible
for the spoken dialogue system to automatically detect its

own misunderstandings during interactions.

Experimental set up. In this experiment, the wizard of

OZ method was used so that the degree of the system's
misrecognition could be controlled. In order to develop

a numerical decision criterion for detecting the existence

of the system's misunderstanding, we need to analyze the
user responses to various combinations of correct/incorrect

system con�rmations. Since it is di�cult to �nd all such

combinations in the usual human-machine dialogues, we
used the wizard of OZ method. The users and the sys-

tem used only speech, and the voice of the system was a
synthesized one1.

Task. The domain of the dialogues is \reserving a meeting

room", which has a form-based task structure. The num-

ber of the slots is three: day of the week, beginning-time

and room-name. The initiative of the dialogue is always

1Courtesy of NTT Cyber Space Labs.

Table 1: Con�rmation types and combinations.

Frequencies of the types of the system con�rmations and

their combinations.

timing of the system utterances type of cnfm

initQ sys-con�rm1 sys-con�rm2

initQ(360)

 �(67)  �(67)

 CR (84)
 � (64)

 CR(20)

 ME (98)

 � (61)

 ME (19)

 ME2(18)

 RE(111)

 � (50)

 CR(27)

 ME(14)

 RE (20)

initQ(360)

CR (131)

ME (131)

ME2 (18)

RE (131)

initQ(360) sys1(293) sys2(118) (771)

held by the system; though the user is allowed to say ev-

erything, the system decides the beginning and ending of

the dialogue and the slot focused in the dialogue. The di-
alogues consist of three phases, one phase for each slot.

In each phase, the system prompts the single slot name

(e.g.\From what time do you want to reserve?"), and then
makes the con�rmation(s). An example of the dialogue is

shown in Fig.1.

Procedure. Thirteen subjects, �ve females and eight

males, took part in the experiment. They were instructed
to reserve a meeting room through dialogue with a com-

puter, which was actually operated by the wizard. Each

subject had �ve to ten dialogues in the experiment.

Con�rmations. The distribution of the system's con�r-
mations with/without misunderstandings was designed in

advance. The number of con�rmations ranged from zero

to two in terms of each slot of the task. The combina-
tions of all types of system utterances are shown in Table

1. System con�rmations are de�ned as follows:

CR (Correct Recognition) is a correct con�rmation where

it is assumed that the system succeeds in correct
recognition of a user utterance.

ME (Misrecognized Error) is an incorrect con�rmation

where it is assumed that the system fails in cor-

rect recognition. If the system makes consecutive
misrecognition-type con�rmations with di�erent val-

ues, the second con�rmation is called ME2.

RE (Rejection Error) is a derivative incorrect con�rma-

tion where it is assumed that the system rejects a user
utterance or fails to obtain a recognition result. This

con�rmation asks the user to input the same utter-

ance (e.g. "Please, say it again?") or reprompts the
slot name using the same query in the initial prompt

(e.g. \From what time do you want to reserve?").

4. RESULTS

We collected 120 dialogues (360 phases) and got totally

771 pairs of system con�rmation and user response. The



ID Speaker Time Con�rm-type Phase Utterance

(1) SYS open Kaigi-sitsu yoyaku-sisutemu desu

(This is the system for reserving a meeting room.)

(2) SYS initial-Query system-Query day Nan-youbi desu ka?

(What day of the week do you want to reserve?)
(3) USR response0 day Getsu-youbi desu

(Monday.)

(4) SYS con�rm1 ME day Ka-youbi desu ka?

(Do you want to reserve on Tuesday?)

(5) USR response1 day Chigai masu. Getsu-youbi desu

(It's wrong. Monday.)
(6) SYS con�rm2 ME2 day Moku-youbi desu ka?

(Is it Thursday?)

(7) USR response2 day Ie, getsu-youbi desu

(No, it's Monday.)

(8) SYS initial-Query system-Query time Nan-ji kara desu ka?

(From what time do you want to reserve?)

(9) USR response0 time Gozen 9-ji kara desu

(From 9 a.m.)
(10) SYS con�rm1 CR time Gozen 9-ji desu ka?

(Do you want to reserve from 9 a.m.?)

(11) USR response1 time hai

(yes)

Figure 1: An example of the dialogue. Utterances and annotations of utterance ID, speaker of an utterance,
timing of an utterance, types of system con�rmation and phase (slot) transition in dialogue.

Figure 2: Ratio of yes/no responses. User responses

including a�rmative (yes) and negative (no) expressions

following system's correct (CR) and incorrect (ME/ME2)
con�rmations.

frequency of the occurrence of each con�rmation type and
its combination patterns are shown in Table 1. Then, we

analyzed the user responses to each system con�rmation

to characterize them.

User's empty responses. For all system utterances,

only two responses by one user were empty responses. The
empty responses occurred following the ME (Misrecognized

Error)-type of system con�rmation. This implies that users

may not be able to respond if the system con�rms with a
misunderstanding.

Yes/No responses. Since the system con�rmation
(CR/ME) is a form of yes/no query, it is easily assumed

that a correct con�rmation (CR) solicits a \Yes" (a�rma-

tive) response from the user while a misunderstanding-type

con�rmation (ME) solicits a \No" (negative) response.

However, the results of the experiment (Fig.2) show that
98% of the correct con�rmations (CR) were bare \Yes"

responses, whereas only 42% of the user responses follow-

ing system misunderstanding con�rmations (ME) included
\No" (negative) expressions2. Only 23% of user responses

to all system misunderstanding-type con�rmations were

bare \No" (negative) answers. The users did not always
use the negative answers for system misunderstanding-type

con�rmations even though the con�rmations had the form

of yes/no query. This implies that it is not promising to de-
tect a system's misunderstandings based on the existence

of negative expressions to the system's con�rmation.

Responses with content words. When the system con-

�rmed with a misunderstanding (ME/ME2), the user re-

sponses often included content words instead of negative
expressions (Figs.2 and 3). These content words were the

repetition of the prior original user utterances. While the

correct con�rmations (CR) are mostly followed by bare
yes responses without content words, the misunderstanding

con�rmations (ME/ME2) tend to ask the users to repair

the misunderstanding rather than to deny it.

Duration of responses. The mean duration of the user

responses for each type of system con�rmation is shown in
Fig.4. The mean duration of the user responses following

2A�rmative responses were hai (yes), sou, sou-desu

(right), and negative responses were ie, iie, iya, ya (no),

chigau, chigai-masu (wrong).



Figure 3: Ratio of content words. Ratio of user re-
sponses including content words following system utter-

ances (CR, ME, RE).

Figure 4: Mean duration. Mean duration of user ut-

terances following system utterances (CR, ME, RE).

system correct con�rmations (CR) was explicitly shorter

than other user responses, though the duration depends
upon the length of the content word in the corrective user

responses.

These results demonstrate that the content and duration
of user responses are good feature parameters for detect-

ing the system's misunderstanding; when the system cor-

rectly con�rms (CR), the user's response is shorter and
only contains a bare yes (a�rmative) expression because

the user does not need to get the system to modify its

understanding, whereas if the system misunderstands the
user (ME/ME2), the user usually repeats the same con-

tent word and by making a longer utterance tries to get

the system to modify its misunderstanding.

5. CONCLUSION

We collected user responses following system con�rmations
with/without system misunderstandings using the wizard

of OZ method, and analyzed the characteristics of the user

responses for the purpose of the automated detection of

the system misunderstandings during interaction. The ex-

perimental results demonstrate that the content and du-
ration of the user responses are good feature parameters

for detecting its misunderstanding. Thus, these proposed

feature parameters may enable the spoken dialogue system
to automatically detect its own misunderstandings.
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